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Abstract

The maTn-purpose7of4hiS stUdY WAS to invesOgate

the knowled4e and training of bilingual elementary

school teachers, in the areas of Spanish language,

reading skills and methodology.. It was condutted

In New Yorktity with:licenSed and experienced

bengual teachers.

- A questiOnnaJremas administered to 80 bilingual

teachers responsible for instnicting reading in

Spanish. TS/ study found that biOngual telchers

demonstrafellan acceptable knowledge of Spanish

language Od Spanrsh reading. skills.. Nadever,

fhcy had Weak backgrounds in Spanish reading

rrithodologi; Their previous training varied

widely, and'they expressed the need for more

training in the thiTe areas explored, especiall.y

reading methodology.
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ADescriptive Study of Spanish Reading Proficiency and Training-Among

Btlingual tlementary School Teachers

In 1977, the following
resolution wat adopted by thevNew York City

Board of Education memSers:

li Is the policy of the Board of Education of the

City of New York that every chifd be.afforcled
equal! edu-°

,cational opportunity regardless of economic statbg, race,

ethnic background,
religion, or native language. This

opportunity will be provided by encourping
where feasible

the development of bilingual
education programs throughout

the City for children whose native language is other than

Englith and Apse Eng1ish speaking skills are limited. Such

programs will make it possible for these pupils to partici-

pate
meaningfully in an Instructional program

which enable

them to learn in'both cultures. The opportunity to study

another language or tq participate in Bilingual Programs

where/feasible should-be
provided fol- all pupils at son%

fime In their
schooling as a means of enriching their

educational and life.experience
(New York City Board of

Education, p: 1).

This,resolution
reaffirms the commitment of New York City educators

to bilingual education
since it focusses on the utilizatioi-I'Jf.the

students'

nativelangUage as &medium of InStruction for those who are unable to func-

tion in EngliAh. It has Seen generally
assumed that spanish speaking students

Y'

shoOlt learn,to read 'first in the language he has acquired at home since

he has mastered most of the Spanish 5ounds, and the general semantic and

*

grammatical
features of,the Spanish languagec (Anderson,-19744 Cornejo,

1974; ,Goodman, 1979;_ Modianp, 1966; Saville Troike, 1970; .Thonis: 1976).

Moreover, thrOu§li hi's
primary language

he has learnedlo organife-hii ent

vironment and to obtaln'tneaning
from his personal experience.

= A

Teaching reading -rn the student's natiye
langua& such.as Spanish

wilt probably prevent retardation of.his cOgnitive development because the
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tesk,of fearning to read apd vrite'Spanish might be satisfying and produc-
k

.

tive. Modiano, among others, voiced the nted for zeadng in the vernacu-

lar language when shefound that "youngsters of linguistic minorities learn

to read with greater colnprehensiorrin the national language when they first

learn to read ill their mother tongue than when they receive all reading

instruction in the national language.','"(Modiano, 1966, pp. 52-53).

Quelified,, well-prepared bilingual ,teachers then, are needed in order,

t. have an adequate curriculum,presentation in the student's native fangu-
1

age. Selection and training of teachers for bilingual bicultural programs

should include a comprehenSive.knoAledge of, and proficiency in,"the

-N. ).

-student's native language and the ability to teach content through it.

The:je is a dearth of information,,however, about teacherS knowledge of the
,

npanish language and corresponding methodology, Such information has become
1

increasingly important because it is generally agreed that a bilingual- edu-
.

cation teacher preparation programshould "develop techn,iques which helpr.

the students to extend their command of their first bnd second language

in listening, speaking, reading and Writing' (Acosta and Blanco, 1978, p,

11). Ramirez.,Macaulay, Gonzalez, Cox and Perez (Center for App)ied Lin-
,

guistIcs, BiPingual Education Series: V, 1977, p. 65) noted At:

...there is a need to investigate the necessary requiriments \,. t

for teachers in bilingual educ&tion programs. At present,

a number of schools, a education are int oducing,degrees in

bilingual bicultural education, In Many es,'this simply" ..

consists'of relabeling and regrouping courses already in the
curriculum.

In the light of this situation,'auth9rities Jn bilingLal education

emphasize the need to provide information releval-to the preparation of

Spanish/English bilingual teachers pertaining to: (1) their langvage under-

' :N.

1
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standing as it relatet-to the phonology, graMmar and lexicon of Spanish;

(2) levels of reading tomprehen sion; and (3) -appropriate teaching methodology.

Nrthermore, a need exists to determine whether thesd teachers have received

formal training jn these three areas.

The study reported in this paper originated from lhe many,complaints

bilingdat elementary teachers have expressed to the author Mier the last

five years best summarized in these words:, "We have not been trained in

teaching reading in Spanish." Moreover, this empirical study,gave the

author the opportunily to address ,a new and challenging research prok.lem

,of increasing importance to bilingual training programs and eduCalion in

general.
-

'The specific objectives of
this,descriptive study were: 1) to determine

the extent to which bilingual elpmentary school teachers teaching reading
4

in SpaniSh possess substantial knowledge or proficiency in.(a) the Spanish

language, (b) Spanish 'reading skills, andAc) Spani-sh reading in9tructional

A

methOdology, ahd t9 develop a profile of the training Teceived by these

bilPngual teachers in the above areas.

Method

Subjects. The population for this study consisted of elementary scflool

teachers,currently engaged in the teaching of SpardSh- language and reading

InlIew York City bilingual programs.- julatity (80) bilingual:elementary school

leachers were selected from four sites in Mg York-City: 1) A corinunity

School DistOtt In the Bronx, 2),a community School DWrict in QueenS,

and 3) two universities-one in Manhattan and the other'in the Bronxpre-
)

sently orepa.cing bilingual education teachers. Twenty teachers from each

k



site were randomly selected using a table of rendo71 numberS (Tuckman, 1972,

-

p. 200).

The criteria in selecting the teachers who participated in the study
,.

were: (1) teaChers were bilingual
wath'fluency in English and Spanish.;

(2) they were licensed and currently workini in elementary public school's

in New YoArCity, and (3) all 'had been exposed to the teaching of reading

for at least two years in elementary public schools. Variables such as
,

subjects' backgrounds and years of experience were also considered in the

data collection effort.

Procedure. A questionnaire was administered by the investigator to the

80 teachers. The content of the questionnaire wassubdivided as follows:

(1) Spanish reading knowledge or proficiency (Spanish langbagej reading

skills and methodology), and (2) training in reading. ror the purpose
`

of the ttudy, reading knowledge or proficiency referred to the range of

teacher's information or understanding while "training in reading" refers

to-undergo certain direct instruction through workshopi, seminars, college

courses or indiVidual tutoring.

The area of Spanish language knowledge covered aspects related to

the functional definition of language and ifs we,Thonology and lexicon,

morphology, and syntax, espeCially those related to correctness. in sPeaking .

and writing. Specific questions focused'on written SpaniSh'acCént, sylla-
,

bication, verb tenses,
char=acteristic sounds of the Spanish la'nguage,

and orderly sentence structure.

The area of reading skills entailed the content skills to be eMphaSiie&

in an elementary school reading program; word retognitibn, comprehensiow,



'analysis and evaluation. Items suth as identification of skills by .grades

< .

-"and levels, appropriallenessof skills according to,reading content, were

included.

The area of reading methodology addressed its characteristics, ade-
.

quate strategies, and reading materials. Questions felating to fhe iden-

tification of Spanksh reading approaches, rodationshp between reading and

student background, Methodology for the development of vocabulary, and

specific tontent charap5eristics of Spanish reading materials made up this

section of the questionnaire. Figur 1.111ustrates the questionnaire

404111v , structure and'content:

Figure 1

SpanTth Language Knowledge

Re3ting Skills

Reading Methodology '2"
e

Philbsophy and History
Phonology and Lweicon
Kdrphology anciyntax
Word Recognition
Comprehension
Cialuation and Anal sis

Approaches
Strategies
Reading Materials

.444,

Figure Di: The structure,and content of the questionnaire

The survey instrument was designed as a compotite of attitudinal

scales and factual knowledge sub-tests. The attipidina1 scales were used

to obtain attitudinal Judgements or perceptions abOut the Spanish language
,

reading skills and methodologY: and training Teceived,in these areas'. The

"respondents indicated their opinions or attitudes bY making a mark on the

stale. The factual' Lnformation was
gathered through true and false (30

items) and multiple chpice (30) questions. Forty itemt Were devoted to
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elicit attitudes from the respondents; 60 items probed factual knowledge.).

A group of specialists in Spanish language, reading, and bilingual

education research validated,the cdntent, types, of questions, and,level

of dif(iculty of each item. In particular, two SpaniSh Reading specialists

and two bilingual researchers were used in the centent validity of the

itudy. The instriiment was also ;dministerechtoa group of teachers in

a pilot triat. These teachers gave the researcher written reactions to

*

the questionnaire. Finally, a consultant; knowledgeable in tge des.ign

and construction of similar questionnaires integrated all these recommenda-.

nt,

tions in itsJinal copy.

The final version of the ifistrument was mailed to 20 randomly selec-

ted bilingual teachers at each.site. A self-addressed envelope was in-

cluded. A petiod of three weeks was given to each teacher to answer.and

return the,questionnaire. The researcher contacted all individuals who

did not 'return the questionnaire and noted their reasons. The questionnaires
6

were mailed at the beginnirg of November, 1978; by the last week of January,

1979, all questionnatres were returned to the investigator.
0

Results. The results of the data collection were as follows: the native

language of the ma)otity of the teachers was determined to be Spanish (82,5%);

English was native language of 16.3% of the sampl . Only 1.3% of the

'participants exWeSsed another inguage other than En ish or Spanish as
, ,. . ,

their native languag%,'is' Js indfricated fli the followi a le:
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Table I

Frequency Distribution of Native Languge

of Participants

Native Language

.Spanish

English

Other

Number of Teachers lrfercent

66 82.5

13 16:3

1.3

Almost half of the total sample-(33) or 41.3% indicated 1 to 3 years

of experience in teaching read-ing in Spanish. The second largest group

(23) mere those whO had 4 or 5 years of experience. Only 11.3% (9) of the

tea'chers did nOt. have any experienceat all in the teaching of Spanish

Teading (see table 2).

Table 2

k4
Years of Experience of ParticiparitS in

Teaching Spanish Reading ,

Yeats of Experience Number of Teachers 'Percent

No experience 9 11.3

1 to, 3 years 33 41.3

4 to 5 years 23 /8.8

Over 5 years 15 18.8

40.

10
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In the Category of "proficiency-of Spanish language" it was found

il

.

that 29 teachers responded to 711,--75% cdIrreet answ;i.rs.,: However, it was
) T

also determined that very few teachérs (11, scored 92, or higher. The mean

'16

for the group (N 80) was 73 and the mode was 75:

The results of the second category "knowledge ofSpanish reading

skills" were'Similar,to those determined for category one. ,Thirty seven

\

teachers responded to 67% - 73% of correct answers. ApproxiMatelY 32%

4
(26 teachers) of the total sample Obtained less than 60% of the correct

0

answers; It was also found that only 1 teacher scored higher ihan 90%.

*

The mean score for 'responses .inthis second category
was'68 and the mode

10.

waS 73. Results showed a slightly lessjknowledge
of the skills than of the

language.

The third category
"knowledge of Spanish methodology" (approacheS,

Stiategies, reading
materials) was the area in which teachers showed

more difficultues or-weaknesses.
Results show that 31 teachers responded

to 57% -62% of correct answers.
Approximately 25% (22 teachers) scOred

less than 522 of the correct aniwers. Only one teacher Aored 90% or ,

higher The mean for teacherwresponses In this category was 60 and the

mode was 57. The following table represent a summary Of the above analysis.

. A-



thirty four (34 42.5%) were in total agr ement; eleven (II ,-, t3.8%)

:were mostly in agreement; Welve (12 la 15.0) were'partlyin agreement;

eleven (II 13%8%) Were mostly 1.41 disagreement; and twelve (12 15.0%)

were in total disagreement ;# ith this statement.

In response)0 the statement that they.had not received any. training

in 5,panish reading methodology, twenty three (23 28%) were in total

agreement; fourteen (14 17.5%) were mOstly in agreement; fourteeri'were'

partly in agreement (14 17.5%); ten (10 12.5%) were mostly in dis-

agreement;° and nineteen (19 u 23.8%) were in total disagreement with this-
'

statement.

In responte to the statement that the school
districthas offered

Ataining in the teaching of SpaniSh reading, nineteen (19 29.8%) were

in'total agreement; ten (10 - 12.5%) were mostly in agreement; ten (10

12.5%) were partly in agreement; ter/(10 t. 12.5%). were mostly in dis-

agreement and thirty one (31 38%)were th total disagreement with this

s aiked and the res-
statement. Table 4 Illustrates the(kind of questi

ponies given by the 80 teachers.

s

ea,

44,
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Sample Training Profile
y

- 80 100% ; Tota.

4

tiostly

Agree
Partly
Disagree

-Mostly

Di,sagree

Knowled,ge of
Spanish langUage

I.
was acciulred

10

:colleg igo (12.5%)

KnowledOe of the,
readingjiiroCess.

and tIlaki( 1 1 1Ne'

to be lEmphas4zed-i

was aclni red by
1 4

self Investiga- U23
%

tion.. .2 . %)

.Have taken -.-

college couses .

on the. teacliiin'g
'

of Spanish tead-) 34 ,

- ing. 1 ( 42. 5%)

I

1
.

Have 'not re i'

H ,
ceived Sny
training on
Spanish read-
ing methodo"-

-

'
6

'The school
lidistrict

has offered 1,

training
in teaching
'reading in 19 It 10 10 10 31

(12.5%)
...

Spanis . (23.8%) 02.5%) (12.5%). t38:8%)

I

Have attended
workshops on lr ..,

, Spanish read-.
ing level skills 19 15 14 12 20

or approaches. (33.8%) (18.8%) (17.5* (15%) (25%) .

The school district
provides reference
materials on Span-
ish reading metho-

A
d81ogy and liter- 16
ature. (20%) (10:)

5, 11 40
(6.3%) (8%) (50%) ,

I 1

(28,8%)

4 '

12 17

05%) (21.3%)

12

(15%)

11;

Total
Disagreement

35 14 . 2
(43.8%) (17.5%) (2.5%)

29
(36.3%)

6
(7.5%)

11 12 11 , 12

(13.8%) (15%) (13.8%) .(15%)

14 14
(17.5%) (17.5%)

, TO

(12.5%)
19-)

(23,8%)

bt
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Table 4 (Contirnted)

g$ample Training Profile

N = 80 = 400% Total
Agree

Mostly Partly Mostly

AVee Disagree Disagree
Total
Disagreement

The district
.supervisor
offered training
or materials on
adequate use

- and selection of
Spanish readers.

17 9 21 6 - 27

(21.3%)" (11.3%) (26.3%) (7.5%) (33,8%)

Baseko5these,results, these tentative conclusions can be made:

bilingual teachers, scor.ey higher in the knowle of Spanish language,
,

that the second higher score was reading skills, and the lowest scores wore

inlreading'mdrodology.

Discussion

The size of sample used in this study (N = 80) enabled the rlsearcher

in making some tentative conclusions. Analysis of the data presented o

Objective One indicates the level of kriowledge of bilingual teachers in

Spanish language, reading skills and methodology. It can be concluded'

that: (1) the subjects have a reasonable understanding of the Spanish I,-

_language in terms of philosophy, history, phonology, lexicon, Morphology
A,

and syntaxand (2) they showed slightly less knowledge in Spanish feading

skills. 'Teachers were able to partially identify skills such as word

recognition, comprehension, evaluation and analysis and the use of skills

,// by grades and levels. They were also able to determine the skills function

in relation to reading content. Subjects appeared to have minimum com-



pctcncies panish illogmage knoaledge and Spanish reading skills, res-

.

7.ectivelli. Efforts should be ma p. to enrich these basic competencies.

Results showed that subjects are not wel.1.41T.epared in Spanish reading

methodology (60.357).. 7be reading methodology mean wgs obviously not

an acceptable one for bilingual teachers whakteach Spanish reading in the

elementary grades every day. °Subjects did,not have a clear understanding

of reading as a process and they can.not distinguish among methods, es47

pecially when they are applied to Spanish. Subjects also need to improve

their knowledge in identifying adequate reading materials. Based on these

results, reading methodology is an important area for intensiVe in-service

- training.

ObjectiveRto dealt with training in Spanish reading. The prepara-

tion and training received by the teachers varied. However, the self-

report information, In general, indicates thatthe training received by

teachers has been inadequate, and they have limited access to training

.'oscurces. Areas iohere respOndents expressed training corkerns were (1)

their knoWledge of the Spanish language has not been acquired through

)16,

college courset,p1though most Of them have taken courseS th Spanith read-

1ng; (2) they have received limited training in Spanish reading methodology;

(3) the school district has provided limited training in Spanish reading;

(4) the school district has not provided enough reference materials in

Spanish reading; and (5) the supervisors have not provided enough training

in Spanish reading.

These recomMendations,
then are made as a result of the study:

(1) A city-wide reading teacher copetency assessment program is re-

commended with a comprehentive sound training component. It is

1
1 kely

-4
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.to be found that there is a readilg deficiercy in general among the school

populationland that it is not only in the teaching of Spanish readin6.
do,

(2) A list of well articulated competencies for bilingual SpaniSh
.

reading teachers should be developed and field tested. State Education

-departments, loca1 city board otir education and universities shovld be

responsible for the development-of these.competenCies. These compe- *
-/'

tencies will serve as a guide for the hiring,and employment of Spanish

_ t

reading teachers.

(3) A Spanish Reading Task Foroe should be organized with the
: .

purpose of preparing a monograph on,thAkelopment of adequate training

.)programs, materials an activities for these,bilingual teachers (e.g.,

courses to be taken, books to be studied, training modules that could

be given in in-service training sessions).

(4) Institutions of higher elucation should revise their offerings

in terms of .courses and content.1 it appears that emphasis must be given/

to Spanish reading, e'specially in the area of methodologyand that more

reference literature on Spanish reading should be provided to bilingual

achers.

(5) School district supervisory stf members must provide more

emphasis to Spanish reading. More classroom observations and follow-up

supervisory conferences are needed. Workshops on Spanish-reading should

be planned and carried out in a formal and systematic pay.

These recommendations are only a few of the most portant ones

that can be made and if implemented, will fulfill the visionary policy \

of the local city boards of educatiom pertaining to bilingual education

1.

and eqUal apportunjty of education.

16
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